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July 25, 2008 
 
Jason VonNida 
Betts USA Inc. 
7850 Foundation Drive 
Florence, Kentucky 41042 
 
In accordance with your request and drawings received, we are pleased to quote as follows 
for applying a top liner for the 15/16” Shoulder 
 
One Norwalt Design rotary indexing cap lining system consisting of the following: 
 
A. One Norwalt Design elevator-hopper, capacity 15 cu. ft. 
 
B. One Norwalt Design orienter feeder, tooled for 1 size shoulder 
 
C.  Model N4, 4/UP Lining Machine tooled for 1 size shoulder, as follows: 
1. Rotary accumulation table with 4 lane discharge 
2. Infeed air conveyor, 4 lane 
3. Single reel motorized lining material unwind stand to feed a continuous loop of lining 

material. To accommodate reel maximum dia. 36", maximum width 5.5", 
core dia. 5" to 7.5" 

4. Stepper motor web advance with photo-eye to verify web advance. If failure is detected, 
machine will stop. 

5. Servo/mechanical hold back at infeed to dial 
6. Liner retainer with pivot tooling to position lining mat’l to shoulder 
7. Vacuum in tampers 
8. Lining material splice detector to stop machine NOTE: for splice on top of lining 

material. 
9. Missing cap detector which stops machine 
10. Tab fold down mechanism- Note if a fold up mechanism is required this will be quoted 

as necessary. 
11. Liner presence inspection station prior to heat stake 
12. Liner heat stake station  
13. Cap reject station, preset cap counter and output diverter once preset count is reached. 
14. AC drive with variable frequency speed control  
15. Allen Bradley programmable controller 
16. Lining material scrap cutter 
17. All necessary guards and interlocks for proper operation of machine 
18. Overload slip clutch protection on indexer 
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19. Central area for lubrication 
NOTE: A number of grease nipples on linkages will require stopping the machine 
to lubricate. 

 
PRODUCTION: 300 caps per minute    
 
 


